We examine the novel concept for repeated noncooperative games with bounded rationality: "Nash-2" equilibrium, called also "threatening-proof profile" in [16, Iskakov M., Iskakov A., 2012b]. It is weaker than Nash equilibrium and equilibrium in secure strategies: a player takes into account not only current strategies but also the next-stage responses of the partners to her deviation from the current situation that reduces her relevant choice set. We provide a condition for Nash-2 existence, criteria for a strategy profile to be the Nash-2 equilibrium in strictly competitive games, apply this concept to Bertrand and Hotelling game and interpret the results as tacit collusion. I wish to thank an anonymous reviewer whose remarks allow to remarkably enlarge the motivation part of the paper. I also thank a great amount of colleagues who takes an interest.
Motivation
Many economic applications of game theory require modelling repeated interactions among players. The common examples are two or several oligopolists competing in Cournot, Bertrand and Hotelling games. Somewhat similar is a repeated game between an employer and employee, a lender and a borrower, repeated common venture, etc. Intuitively many economists agree that quite often the realistic outcome of such game is a tacit collusion [31, Tirole, 1988, Chapter 6] ; a sort of quasi-cooperative solution supported by credible threats.
However, they disagree which formal game concept better describes this practical outcome.
According to Nash, any situation is an equilibrium if nobody can unilaterally increase her current payoff by changing own strategy, when other players do not react. This approach proved to be quite fruitful when the influence of each participant to the whole situation is negligible. However, its common applications to oligopoly rise serious doubts. Say, crazy undercutting one another in Bertrand duopoly is an inefficiency of theory, the same can be said about absence of Nash equilibrium in Hotelling game with prices. In our opinion, the old theoretical battle between Cournot and Bertrand modelling is useless (see [1, Amir, Jin, 2001 ], [25, Novshek, 1980] , [26, Novshek, Chowdhury, 2003 ], [3, d'Aspremont, Dos Santos Ferreira, 2010] , [29, Sidorov, Thisse, at al, 2014] ). Both are too bad concepts for repeated games of few players from logic and realism viewpoints. By contrast, dynamic games and related Folk theorem approach (see [6, Benoit, Krishna, 1985] , [27, Rubinstein, 1979] ) look logically nice. However it is too complicated, both for studying and for players themselves.
Indeed, can a theorist believe that two traders optimize in infinitely-dimensional space of all possible responses to all possible trajectories of their behavior? We prefer a bounded rationality concept: taking into account only the current and next step. This behavior displays moderate wisdom: not absolutely myopic as Nash concept and not infinitely wise as Folk theorem approach.
Accounting for strategic aspects of interaction among players can be implemented as a generalization of the Nash equilibrium concept. Since the pioneer concept of perfect and proper equilibria (see [28, Selten, 1975] and [22, Myerson, 1978] , respectively) a number of further refinements has been done (for some of them see [30, Simon, Stinchcombe, 1995] , [12, Guth, 2002] , [9, Carbonell-Nicolau, McLean, 2013] ).
A rational player can take in account reactions of other players when she makes a decision whether to deviate from the current strategy or not. Related discussion on the iterated strategic thinking process can be found in [7, Binmore, 1988] . The ideas of players' reflection are not new in non-cooperative games. Reflexive games with complicated hierarchy of reaction levels are developed in [8, Camerer, Ho, Chong, 2004] , [24, Novikov, 2012] . This approach with asymmetric rationality of participants leads to rather complicated computations for agents, however some empirical studies supports the approach of k-level rationality ([8, Camerer, Ho, Chong, 2004] , [21, Kawagoe, Takizawa, 2009] ). We also must mention some farsighted solution concepts based on the idea of k-level rationality -they are the largest consistent set [10, Chwe, 1994] , noncooperative farsighted stable set [23, Nakanishi, 2007] , farsighted pre-equilibrium [19, Jamroga, Melissen, 2011] . The reasonable degree of farsightness is an open question.
More easy approach introduces security as an additional motivation for players' behavior. Two (the most closed to our ideas) second-stage-foreseeing concepts that have been proposed: bargaining set based on the notion of threats and counter-threats (for cooperative games, see [4, Aumann, Maschler, 1964] ) and equilibrium in secure strategies (ESS, see [15, Iskakov M., Iskakov A., 2012a], [16, Iskakov M., Iskakov A., 2012b] ). In fact, the latter paper introduces the idea of Nash-2 equilibrium as "threatening-proof profile", but it does not develop it, supposing less important than ESS (that differs in additional requirement: security of current profile).
1 The idea of both concepts is that players worry not only about own first-stage payoffs, but also about security against possible "threats" of the opponents, i.e., profitable responses that harms our player, and optimizing on secure set can bring additional stability, more equilibria. The main point of this paper is that for modelling oligopoly with 2-level rational agents, we actually do not need to additional security requirement. Nash-2 equilibrium concept means only absence of profitable deviations subject to the reaction of the opponent. The benefit of such weak concept is existence in most situations. The shortcoming is typical multiplicity of equilibria. So, to select among these equilibria in a specific application of NE-2, we need some additional game-specific considerations to predict a unique solution.
In the sequel, Section 2 defines Nash equilibrium, equilibrium in secure strategies and Nash-2 equilibrium in terms of deviations, threats, and security, it illustrates the concepts with Prisoner's Dilemma. It also provides a condition for existence of Nash-2 equilibrium in a two-person game. In Section 3 we give the complete characterization of Nash-2 equilibria in the class of strictly competitive games. In Sections 4 and 5 we apply our ideas to the classical Bertrand and Hotelling models, and show that Nash-2 concept can provide a strategic explanation for possible collusion between firms.
Basic notions and equilibrium concepts
Consider a 2-person non-cooperative game in the normal form
Let us give the formal definition of the Nash equilibrium in terms of deviations. This will help us to explain our modification of this equilibrium concept more clearly. 
The strategy profile s is said to pose a threat from player i to player −i. A strategy profile s is secure for player i if s poses no treats from other players to i. 
Definition 4.
A strategy profile is an equilibrium in secure strategies (ESS) if
• it is secure,
• no player has a profitable secure deviation.
The crucial suggestion of our paper is that the condition of security may be omitted. This case was mentioned in [16, Iskakov M., Iskakov A., 2012b] and such situations were named threatening-proof. However, these profiles do not satisfy the security condition and the authors didn't study such profiles as equilibria and added the explicit condition of the profit maximization on the set of threatening-proof profiles (solution in objections and counter objections).
We argue that a threatening-proof profile itself is stable enough be viewed as a possible equilibrium concept whereas any additional condition should be motivated by additional information about the specific game modelled. Moreover, we can simplify the definition since we need not the notion of threats to characterize a deviation as secure. The reflexive idea of accounting the responses of the opponent seem to be sufficient for our purposes.
Thus, secure deviation in fact matters only on 2-level rationality.
our player i is not worse off:
Definition 6. A strategy profile is a Nash-2 equilibrium (NE-2) if no player has a profitable secure deviation.
Here we consider only equilibria in pure strategies, but one can consider mixed extension.
Mixed strategies (see [11, Dasgupta, Maskin, 1986] ) is an alternative approach to deal with non-existence of pure NE, but we expect that a motivated solution in pure strategies can be also useful for economic applications.
Thus, NE-2 concept seems to be a reasonable outcome in a repeated game. Such 2-stage rationality is one of the possible compromises between zero rationality of NE and infinite rationality of Folk theorem. Obviously, NE-2 may be not secure. Indeed, when NE-2 includes a threat from one player to another nobody actualizes his/her threats because they are not secure deviations for him/her.
Example 1 (Prisoner's Dilemma). Consider the classical non-repeated Prisoner's dilemma.
Cooperate Defect
The only NE is for both players to defect. ESS is the same and moreover it is the only secure profile in the game. But one can easily check that in addition to this low-profit equilibrium the mutual cooperation is NE-2, and the profit (1, 1) is more desirable for both players. So we observe the strategic motivation for cooperative solution without explicit modeling repeated game structure; NE-2 is an appropriate description of tacit collusion in such situations whereas NE and ESS are not.
Proposition 1 (Iskakov & Iskakov, 2012). Any NE is an ESS. Any ESS is a NE-2.
This claim just follows from definitions and rises the question: is ESS the most "natural" refinement of NE-2? Some refinement would be good for predictions because NE-2 set in some games appears to be large (even continuum, see sec. 4). We can regard it as an analogue of the bargaining set in cooperative games. Note that accounting for the responses of the opponents play a role of tacit communication between players. The result of such approach looks like a tacit collusion between agents. Maximization of joint payoff is one of the ways to choose the concrete equilibrium from the rich set of NE-2, but not the unique one and actually depends on the specific game under consideration. Alternative way is, for instance, to restrict the set of admissible strategies to the set of NE-2 profiles and than play NE, in such a reduced game. 
for some player i. This path is called a secure cycle if it is closed: (s
Using this notion one can easily check the following theorem providing the criterion for absence of NE-2 in some game. Corollary. Whenever a game does not have NE-2, any perturbation of payoffs that breaks equality in the secure cycles yields NE-2 existence.
Thereby, in essence, we have proven that NE-2 exists "almost always" without strictly defining this notion. Proposition 2 hence aims to demonstrate the existence of NE-2 but not the optimal algorithm of finding it in arbitrary game. = (s 1 , . . . , s i , . . . , s n ) is a strategy s i such that u i (s i , s −i ) > u i (s i , s −i ). A profitable deviation s i of player i at s is secure if for any subset of another players K ⊆ N \ {i} and for any their profitable
The definition of NE-2 equilibrium is exactly the same as definition 6. Now we turn to particular cases.
3 Nash-2 equilibrium in strictly competitive games
In this section we deal with the class of strictly competitive games for which NE and ESS coincide and therefore often fail to exist. By contrast, NE-2 concept typically provides existence and even a wide range of equilibria.
Definition 9. A two-person game
Examples are zero-sum games, constant-sum games. Moreover, when we we confine ourselves to pure strategies, strictly competitive games are equivalent to zero-sum games.
Still, to compare our propositions with the next proposition, we prefer terminology of strictly competitive games.
Proposition 3 . Any ESS in a strictly competitive game is a NE.
By contrast, NE-2 is more rich than ESS in this class of games and we are going to show this, giving also the necessary and sufficient conditions characterizing NE-2 situations in terms of guaranteed payoffs.
In order to apply NE-2 concept to strictly competitive games, let us introduce the notation.
Denote the guaranteed gain of player 1 by
When maxmin is attained on strategy profile s I = (s By analogy we denote the guaranteed gain of player 2 by Theorem 1 (necessary condition of NE-2 in SC games). If strategy profile s is a NE-2 in a strictly competitive game, then payoffs belong to the attainable interval:
Proof. Let us consider a NE-2ŝ = (ŝ 1 ,ŝ 2 ). Assume that u 1 (ŝ 1 ,ŝ 2 ) > V 1 . It means that
On the other hand, consider another strategy s II 2 of player 2 that guarantees him/her at least V 2 . It is easy to see that the deviation s II 2 of player 2 from strategy profileŝ is profitable and secure. Thus,ŝ is not NE-2.
Theorem 2 (sufficient condition of NE-2 in SC games). If a strategy profileŝ = (ŝ 1 ,ŝ 2 ) in a strictly competitive game is such that for each player i = 1, 2 the payoff is strictly inside the attainable interval:
then s is a NE-2.
Proof. Assume that player 1 has a profitable deviation s * 1 atŝ: u 1 (s * 1 ,ŝ 2 ) > u 1 (ŝ 1 ,ŝ 2 ). Lets us show that it is not secure. Consider the strategy s I 2 of player 2. Then ŝ 2 ) and, thus, deviation s * 1 is not secure.
Thus, for NE-2 existence it is sufficient that the game would be "rich" enough, i.e. have intermediate situations in which each players gets the payoff inside the attainable interval. Now let us consider the boundary situation when one player gets exactly his/her lower guaranteed gain. Next two theorems complete the full classification of NE-2 in class of strictly competitive games. 
Consider any profitable deviation s
So the deviation s −i is not secure.
Consider now a profitable deviation s i of player i at s * . If s i ∈S i , than there exists a strategy
The deviation s i is secure only if min
, that means that the deviation s i is not profitable.
This completes the proof. Example: convex set in R n .
One can easily prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5 (NE-2 existence in continuous SC games). Let G be a two-person strictly competitive game. Assume that strategy sets S 1 and S 2 are compact and path-connected, payoff functions u 1 and u 2 are continuous. Then there exists a pure NE-2 in G.
Thus, we have shown very mild conditions for NE-2 existence in competitive games. Now, to show the difference between NE and NE-2, consider a few examples of concrete games.
This is a very degenerate example in the sense that V = V = 0. However, the game has unique NE and two NE-2 providing the same zero profit to both players. Namely, strategy profile (B,R) is NE and NE-2, and profile (B,L) is NE-2, but not NE. So both boundary situations here are NE-2.
Example 3 (Heads or Tails: NE-2 does not exist).
This is an example of a game in which V = −1, V = 1, and its is "poor" in the sense that no intermediate profile exist. In this game any boundary profile fails to be NE-2.
Example 4 (SC game with an intermediate situation, Bazenkov, 2014 2 ).
Here
NE-2 set consists of two strategy profiles:
boundary situation (C,R) and intermediate situation (T,R) with profits (1/2, 1/2) and (2/3, 1/3), respectively. Thereby, not every boundary situation is NE-2.
Note that the assumption of strict competitiveness is essential. For instance, we can slightly relax this requirement and look at a unilaterally competitive game (where only one player harms her partner by improving her payoff, see [20, Kats, Thisse, 1992] ). Then the statement of Theorem 1 need not hold.
Example 5 (UC game, Iskakov A., 2014).
The profile (T,L) is NE-2 (not unique) with profits (1, 2). However, related payoff is not in the admissible interval:
Now we turn to economic applications of NE-2 to show why it is a fruitful concept. 
The Bertrand duopoly
Consider the classical Bertrand model with two firms producing a homogeneous product. Let m c be the constant marginal costs (equal for both firms), p M being the monopoly price level, and p 1 and p 2 being the price levels of firms 1 and 2, respectively. Well known is that the only NE in this model is equal prices p 1 = p 2 = m c for both firms, that leads to zero profits. It is just the situation of Bertrand paradox, criticized as a bad description of the real-life behavior.
It can't be resolved by using a concept of equilibrium in secure strategies because ESS here coincide with NE. However, applying the concept of NE-2 allows to obtain an equilibrium with any price level Transportation costs are linear, one unit per unit of distance, being covered by consumers.
The demand is absolutely inelastic that means that irrespectively of its price a unit quantity of the product must be consumed by a buyer from each point of the interval. A buyer chooses a firm with a lower final price (accounting the delivery cost).
In case when no firm proposes inadequately high price (high enough to drop out), the market is divided into two parts, presented in the Fig. 1 . Here firm 1 assigns price p 1 that is lower than p 2 , so more consumers prefer to buy from firm 1. The interval of consumers who buy from firm 1 is marked with red color, whereas the firm 2's consumers are marked with green one.
Let location d has already been chosen and now is unchangeable. Now we look only on the price-setting game, the location problem being beyond our consideration. The price strategy of firm i is to propose price p i ∈ [0, ∞), i = 1, 2. The profit functions π i , i = 1, 2, are given by formulae:
Whenp 2 is fixed, the discontinuous shape of firm's 1 profit function π 1 (p 1 ,p 2 ) is presented in Fig. 2 . Theorem 6 (see [2] ). Consider the Hotelling price-setting game H = {i ∈ {1, 2}, p i ∈ R, π i (p 1 , p 2 ) : R 2 → R}, where profits π i are given by (1).
•
, 1] a unique NE exists: equilibrium prices are p * 1 = p * 2 = 1 and equilibrium profits are π 1 = π 2 = 1/2. Theorem 7 (see [17] ). In the Hotelling game H there exists a unique ESS for all locations
Note that all situations with high profits (we mean prices p i higher then (p −i + 1)/2) are excluded as non-secure. But this situations are obviously the most profitable for players if they are rational enough to collude, i.e., to abstain from sharply undercutting prices or locally decreasing them. Applying the NE-2 concept we obtain all these "collusion outcomes" as a reasonable equilibria, in addition to sharper competition.
The simulation in Figures 3-6 demonstrates various outcomes depending on the parameters. Yellow areas are NE-2. The following claim characterizes the shape of the equilibria sets displayed in our figures.
Theorem 8. In the Hotelling price-setting game H the boundary curves of the NE-2 area have the following form: Proof is in Appendix.
Comparing the outcomes under various locations, we note that too close locations of firms are not good for them under ESS, because they get low revenue. However, under NE-2 where security is not required, the location doesn't affect profit too much.
An interesting feature of NE-2 concept is that there exist asymmetric price equilibria under symmetric locations and costs. We can also observe that NE-2, being insecure, provides higher profits to firms than secure equilibria (ESS).
3 Such non-secure situation with higher profits can be treated as a tacit collusion, whereas ESS may be regarded as a strict competition.
Conclusion
We have reformulated rather novel NE-2 concept for repeated games, provided conditions for its existence and comparison with NE and ESS equilibrium concepts. The main goal is application of NE-2 to various oligopoly situations, because NE-2 concept provides a good strategical explanation for the origins of tacit collusion.
If at least for one firm i = 1 or i = 2: 2( The boundary of the area is given by the system of equations:
This yields the black curve p 2 = 2 1 − 
Another possibility is that the firm 2 has a profitable secure deviation p 2 = 1+p 1 −p 2 −0.
It should remains profitable in case of decreasing price by the firm 1, and undercutting shouldn't give benefits to the firm 1. Similarly to the above these two conditions results in the equation of the light blue curve p 2 = 
